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Welcome
Welcome to the winter issue of the Australian Gliding Museum
newsletter. We feature the Australian Dunstable Kestrel gliders
that date from the late 1930s. This is timely given the efforts being
made by workshop volunteers to bring the Kestrel that came from
Western Australia into display condition. There is still a lot to be
done on this project but things are looking good.

Mission

Hope you all enjoy reading this and the other content in this issue.

The Australian Gliding
Museum exists to
preserve Australia’s
gliding history, to
recognise the
contribution made to
sporting aviation by the
founders and
participants of the
Australian gliding
community, to retain the
glider design and
construction skills and
stimulate interest and
participation in the
‘Adventure of Flight”

Bernard Duckworth
June 2018
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COMING EVENTS
•

Australian Gliding Museum Annual General Meeting and Open
Day – Sunday November 4, 2018.

•

Vintage Glider Rally at Bacchus Marsh – Saturday November 3 to
Tuesday November 6, 2018.

•

Wood and Fabric Training Courses – Wednesday 7 November to
Wednesday 14 November, 2018.
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The Australian Dunstable Kestrels
In the last edition of the Newsletter, in the article about the Laister Kauffmann LK-10A, mention was made of Ric
New’s Dunstable Kestrel which is currently under restoration in the Museum’s Darbyshire workshop. This Kestrel
from Western Australia is one of three that were built in Australia in the late 1930s: the others being Andrew
Balsillie’s and Percy Pratt’s. This article provides a brief history of these gliders, all of which have survived.
The Dunstable Kestrel sailplane was designed by Bill
Manuel in the United Kingdom in 1935. It was
developed by Manuel from his Wren sailplanes, the first
of which was the Crested Wren in 1931 followed by the
Willow Wren in 1932 and another, the Blue Wren, in
1933 or 1934.
The Manuel Wren sailplanes became known in Australia
via reports in gliding journals and in particular Sailplane
and Glider. After Bill Manuel joined the Dunstable
Sailplane Company in 1935, advertisements appeared
for the supply of finished Wren and Kestrel sailplanes
and plans for the construction of both versions were
also offered for sale.
The first Manuel designed sailplane to fly in Australia, a
Willow Wren, was built by Fil Hamilton in Sydney in
1934 and 1935. Fil Hamilton was in the UK in 1931-1933
where he flew gliders at the London Gliding Club. During
his time there he witnessed flights of a Willow Wren
piloted by J.P. Dewsbury at Dunstable Downs. This
Wren was privately owned machine and accordingly

Hamilton may not have had the opportunity to fly it.
Regardless, Hamilton must have been sufficiently
impressed by the Wren to acquire plans and build one
when he returned to Sydney.
The Hamilton Wren first flew from Bald Hill at Stanwell
Park south of Sydney in March 1935. The flights in this
glider at Stanwell Park and further south at Kiama from
October 1935 received publicity in the Sydney press.
The slope soaring flights by Hamilton and fellow gliding
enthusiasts from the Sydney University Club in the
Wren demonstrated under Australian conditions a class
of sailplane that had been flown at overseas clubs for a
number of years.
Percy Pratt’s Red Kestrel

Percy Pratt’s Kestrel at Geelong, c 1945

Hamilton and crew with his Wren, Bald Hill, Stanwell Park, 1935.

Percy Pratt obtained drawings of the Kestrel from the
UK in 1936 and proceeded to build it. It was first flown
in 1938. Finished with a deep red paint it had a quite
striking appearance. No instruments were fitted as
Percy maintained that he could soar guided by the feel
of the wind. As if to make the point, at a glider rally at
the end of 1939 organised by the Gliding Club of Victoria
at the Belmont Common, Geelong, Percy Pratt soared
the Kestrel to the cloud base of about 5,500 feet and
stayed aloft for one hour forty three minutes. Later the
glider was modified by recessing the fairing on the
leading edge above the cockpit to allow easier access
2|Page
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because Percy Pratt had injured his leg in a motorcycle
accident and found the climb into the cockpit a struggle.
Percy Pratt also fitted a motorcycle head light in the
fuselage nose (presumably to help when flying after
dark on the Common).
A SAIL PLANE
To Be Tested Next Week-end.
GEELONG, Wednesday.
Mr P.J. Pratt, pioneer of gliding in Victoria, and
former holder of Australian gliding records, has built
a sailplane at the Geelong Gliding School, and will
demonstrate it at Mt. Ararat during the week-end.
If weather conditions are favourable, Mr Pratt may
make an attempt on the Australasian gliding record,
as the featherweight streamlined machine, with a
wingspan of 43 ft., is suitable for endurance gliding
in thermal currents.
It has taken nearly two years to construct, and has
been successfully tried out on the Belmont common.
The school’s dual control glider, in which many
passenger flights were made and which was used for
the Geelong – Melbourne glider souvenir mail, has
been sold to Tasmania. Other machines at the
hangars include primary and secondary gliders and a
dual cabin glider now being built.
[Riverine Herald (Echuca Victoria), Thursday 19 May
1938, p.2.]

GLIDER FLIES 60 MILES
Thrills at Geelong

The glider remained at Geelong for many years. It fell
into a derelict state and was beyond normal repair
when donated to the Australian Gliding Museum in
2002 by the family of the original Geelong Glider Club
formation member Tom Thompson. It has been
partially rebuilt through the efforts of Doug Lyon of the
Beaufort Gliding Club who took on the challenging task
of rebuilding the fuselage at his home workshop at
Kyneton. Museum workshop volunteers repaired the
wings and other components. Still more needs to be
done to bring it up to the high display standard to which
the Museum aspires.
Andrew Balsillie’s Yellow Kestrel
Andrew Balsillie, a gliding trainee of Percy Pratt at
Geelong in 1935, decided that he wanted to build his
own glider and having consulted his friend Geoff
Richardson, chose to build a Dunstable Kestrel. In 1936,
Balsillie moved to Horsham in western Victoria for work
and over the next several years completed his Kestrel
project there. Balsillie was also instrumental in the
formation of the Horsham Gliding Club in March 1938.
The Kestrel, dubbed the Yellow Kestrel on account of its
colour scheme, made its first flights at Horsham in May
1939. The local newspaper reported the event – see
“The Wimmera’s First Glider” (page 6).
In December 1939, Balsillie took his Kestrel to Geelong
for the glider rally on Belmont Common. However, the
flights made in the machine were limited (4 flights
totalling 10 minutes airtime) as the skid was damaged
and needed to be repaired during the course of the
meeting.

GEELONG. Sunday.- Thrilling flights in gliders took
place under favourable conditions at the Belmont
aerodrome in the week-end.
Using the Red Kestrel sail plane, Mr. P. J. Pratt flew
60 miles in an attempt to fly to Barwon Heads. He
met unfavourable currents near Connewarre, and
returned toward Geelong twice before he found a
favourable wind, which took him at a height of 6,000
ft. toward Queenscliff. He was forced to turn for
Geelong when near Queenscliff. He was in the air for
1 hour 43 minutes.
[The Argus, Melbourne, Monday 1 January 1940,
p.2.]

Andrew Balsillie with his Kestrel, Horsham, c 1939
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The Yellow Kestrel was back at Geelong in December
1940 for the next gliding camp there. Norm Hyde from
the Gliding Club of Victoria did a longish flight in it of
about 38 minutes. After the rally ended, Balsillie, who
was back in Melbourne working at the Commonwealth
Aircraft Company and did not have much time to go
gliding, decided to offer the Kestrel for sale. It was
purchased by another Pratt gliding school trainee, Tom
Kennedy, and flown at Apollo Bay airstrip from motor
car launches. This stage in the life of the glider came to
an abrupt end when Kennedy dug in a wing of the
Kestrel in an attempt to do a short circuit from an
aborted launch. The glider was later purchased by Bill
and Jack Iggulden, repaired by Geoff Richardson and
returned to the air on 17 December 1944 at Mordialloc,
south east of Melbourne. Spoilers were installed in the
wings and the colour scheme changed. From that point
the glider was generally called the White Kestrel. It was
about that time that the Igguldens with Geoff
Richardson and Les Williams formed the Victorian
Motorless Flight Group which expanded what was a
group of private glider operators into a club open to
Balsillie Kestrel when owned by the Igguldens

other pilots and trainees. The VMFG continued to fly at
Mordialloc until it became more established at Berwick
Aerodrome. The Kestrel was flown regularly. It was
from Berwick aerodrome on 29 February 1948 that Jack
Iggulden flew the Kestrel in strong lift associated with
an approaching storm. Fortunately, he managed to
avoid getting sucked up into the storm cloud by turning
and running downwind with spoilers fully extended.
The front passed and after a flight of some 28 minutes
he landed safely. Several years later the luck ran out
when Bill Iggulden (Senior) landed heavily and badly
damaged the Kestrel. It has not flown since. Currently,
it is in storage at Moorabbin Air Museum.

Ric New’s Silver Kestrel
The Silver Kestrel built by Ric New and members of the
Pinjar Soaring Club, Western Australia, took shape
during 1939. The first flight occurred at Lake Pinjar on
26 December 1939. On 7 January 1940, also at Lake
Pinjar, Ric New had a soaring flight from a car tow
launch to 800 feet rising to 3000 feet under cloud. The
flight lasted about 30 minutes but might have been
longer as Ric decided to glide out of the lift to avoid
entering cloud without instruments. Unfortunately, the
Ric New (standing) introduces Dick
Duckworth to his Kestrel, c 1941.

glider was badly damaged on the next flight by another
pilot who stalled, spun and crashed. The pilot, Jim
Brabazon, survived with multiple fractures and the
incident was widely reported in the press as a
remarkable escape from death. One can imagine, in
light of this serious setback, that the small group of
Pinjar enthusiasts may have given up but, no, by June
1940 the Kestrel had been repaired and returned to
service. On 31 August 1940, photos of the rebuilt
Kestrel at Lake Pinjar appeared alongside a positive
article published in the West Australian about
“Motorless Flight” which drew attention to the gliding
activities of the Pinjar club. Moreover, the Kestrel was
flown regularly at Lake Pinjar during 1940 and 1941.
Gliding in Western Australia had a recess during the
remainder of the war years. The Pinjar club had
intended to resume at their gliding ground, however,
when this proved impractical they moved to the
Caversham airfield (now a Perth suburb on the middle
reaches of the Swan river). The Kestrel came out of
storage along with the other club gliders. To regenerate
interest in gliding the Perth Gliding Club (the new name
for the Pinjar club) held a public gliding display on
4|Page
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Sunday 24 February 1946 which featured the club’s
Rhon Ranger Primary glider, their two seat training
glider and the Kestrel. The display was also joined by
Arthur Farmer from the Western Australia Flying Club
who brought along his Grunau Baby 2. Over 500 people
attended. All the gliders were flown and the display
included aerobatics and precision landings by Ric New
in the Kestrel and Arthur Farmer in the Grunau Baby.
The Western Australian newspaper thought it highly
newsworthy and ran a two page pictorial feature “Public
Interest in Glider Flying” in its 28 February 1946 edition.
After several years Ric New modified the Kestrel by
adding fairings to the fuselage and enclosing the cockpit
in order to obtain aerodynamic improvements. These
cockpit modifications would no doubt have provided
more comfort for the pilot but no information has come
to light concerning any effects of the aerodynamic
changes, positive or negative, relating to soaring

performance. Even so, in 1952, Ric made a notable
flight in the Kestrel covering 96 miles during the Perth
Gliding Club’s Christmas camp in the Dowerin wheat
farming district. He later sold the glider to Wally
Williams who had similar success with the glider.
The glider came to the Museum from the Gliding Club
of Western Australia in 2010 in a poor condition. It has
been decided to restore the glider preserving the
modifications that were made in the late 1950s. At this
stage the wings, tailplane and rudder have been
repaired and re-covered and are ready for painting. The
fuselage is in the workshop where Museum volunteers
are cleaning it, stripping of flaking layers of paint and
making an assessment of how to approach the
necessary restoration work.
From: Bernard Duckworth
Wally Williams with the modified Kestrel, c 1953

A Glider Pilot Scores In
Championship
Flying a Kestrel Sail-plane, Wally Williams (40),
pastry-cook, of Hay-street, Subiaco, yesterday
travelled from Cunderdin to Wogan Hills, a
distance of 58 miles.
He gained 90.4 points, and is the first Western
Australian to score in the present Australian
gliding championships.
Mr. Williams flew at an altitude of 5,500 ft.
Conditions were suitable for him to have
travelled 150 miles, but he developed air
sickness and found it necessary to land at
Wongan Hills.
Later he returned to Cunderdin by road.
Two other spectacular flights were made
during the afternoon.
Cyril Flood (40), of the Maylands Aerodrome,
took an H17 sail-plane to an altitude of 4,000
ft., and Richard New (38), of Mt.Lawley, soared
to 5,500 ft. in his LK two-seater sail-plane.
Sailplane flights will continue from the
Cunderdin airstrip daily for the next eight days.
[The West Australian, Perth, Wednesday 29
December 1954, p.3.]

SAILPLANES IN ATTACK ON RECORD
DOWERIN, Monday. Two sailplanes were
released over the Dowerin airstrip at 1.20 p.m.
today in an attempt to break the State gliding
record of 102 miles, set yesterday by Mr. C. R.
New, of Mt. Lawley, in the sailplane Kestrel.
The pilots of the aircraft are Messrs. Ray Baird,
of Victoria Park, and Neville Wynne, of
Leederville.
The previous record of 34 miles was made at
Caversham about 2 years ago by Mr. Len
Anderson, of Claremont, who came second to
Mr. New yesterday with a distance of 83 miles.
In his record flight Mr. New ascended to 7,200
ft. and remained in the air for 3 hr. 44 min.
[The West Australian, Perth, Tuesday, 8
January 1952, p.4.]
[
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THE WIMMERA’S FIRST GLIDER
Successful Flights Made By Horsham Enthusiast
12 MONTHS’ WORK REWARDED
Twelve months of painstaking effort by Mr. R. Balsillie, a Horsham biograph operator, was rewarded last Thursday when a glider
constructed by him made a series of successful flights. Whilst towed by a car and piloted by the builder, the machine reached a
height of 400 feet and stayed in the air more than five minutes.
Strictly speaking, the machine is not a glider, but a sail-plane, which differs from a glider in that the pilot sits in an enclosed
fuselage and it is capable of soaring.
The machine constructed by Mr. Balsillie is an intermediate sail-plane, built under licence to the Dunstable Sail-Plane Co. of
England. It weighs (empty) 230 lb., has a wing span of 40 ft. and an average speed of 28-35 miles per hour. The minimum sinking
speed is 28 miles per hour, and at that pace it drops 2 ft. 9 in. per second, whilst increased speed is attained by tilting the nose
downward.
Safety Factor Outstanding.
It possesses a safety factor of eight, which means it can be aero-towed at 75 miles per hour, and will carry eight times its normal
loading, whilst allowing for loops, rolls and spins.
The sail-plane is inherently stable, and when in level flight will not spin unless forced. If in a stalled condition, the machine merely
drops its nose, automatically regains flying speed and comes to an even keel in about two seconds. When forced into a spin it is
possible to right the machine and regain control in less than half a turn of spin.
Built of Aeroplane Pattern.
Mr. Balsillie has constructed his machine of entirely first class aircraft materials, Canadian silver spruce being used extensively
throughout. The entire cover of the fuselage is made from plywood imported from Latvia, whilst the glue in the joints is
waterproof. Each wing has one main spar and the front port [part of the] wing is of plywood. The rear spar is covered with a
fabric, called madaplan, an English cambric linen which is heavily “doped” and varnished to ensure it being waterproof. The
wings are in two sections, each fitting on to the fuselage with two locking pins, and having a strut for support. When fitted the
gap between the wings is covered with a light fairing. Each wing is 20 ft. long, the total wing area is 150 square ft. and the wing
loading amounts to 2½ lb. per square ft. A feature of the sail-plane is the ease with which it can be dismantled and assembled
for transport by trailer. It takes five minutes for two men to assemble the machine for flight.
Controls.
The 'plane possesses orthodox aircraft controls in rudder, aerilons [ailerons] and elevator, and for auto towing a quick release
attachment under the nose is operated from within the cockpit. Instruments fitted include air-speed indicator, bank indicator,
variometer showing rate of climb or descent, altimeter and compass.
Test Flights.
On Thursday Mr. Balsillie conducted his machine through its first series of serious test flights, although wind conditions were
not favorable. The machine was towed into the wind bv a car with a wire 1000 ft. long, the car travelling at 30 miles per hour.
The sail-plane took off perfectly and when 400 ft. was reached the wire was released. After staying in the air more than 5
minutes, Mr. Balsillie glided safely to earth. A number of further successful tests was made, in which he was assisted bv Messrs.
Baines and Hallam.
When a more suitable paddock is secured, Mr. Balsillie hopes to make longer flights and a prototype of his machine in England
has travelled 120 miles and remained in the air nine hours, some fine figures should be recorded when the weather conditions
become more favorable.
A close examination of the sail-plane reveals the skill and inguenuity exercised by the builder, and the superb workmanship is to
his credit. The machine was constructed to blue-prints and he made many of the metal fittings in Mr. G. Minnie's workshop. The
builder had no previous experience in glider construction, and it is pleasing to see such enterprise and courage rewarded by
success. Mr.Balsillie stated that the landed cost of such a machine, if imported from England, would be £250.
[Horsham Times (Vic. : 1882 - 1954), Tuesday 30 May 1939, page 2]
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Wave Flight
On 28th July 1974, Mal Alexander did a memorable Wave flight from Benalla airfield in the Gliding Club of Victoria’s
Standard Libelle VH-GSH. A cold southerly wind was blowing and air temperature dropped to freezing at 4,000 feet.
He was aloft for 4 hours 10 minutes, reaching a maximum height of 6,500 feet. Here is Mal’s account of the flight.
I requested an aerotow right out to the mountains near
the Gap, 10 nautical miles south of Benalla. I arrived
there at 3,800 feet and released in smooth rising air and
beat across wind in lift. Two beats and I lost it. A short
tack upwind found nothing, so I turned downwind and
still found sink. Better head home, so I did and half way
back at 1,200 feet I banged into a thermal, yes in
midwinter, and got into it and started climbing. There
were three little cu’s north east of the drome that did
not look much and we climbed up towards these and
the lift improved to 6 knots. As I got closer, the clouds
looked bigger and the biggest one was dark brown
underneath. I was still climbing at 6 knots, so to see how
big the cloud was I looked for the shadow on the ground
and was amazed to see it was a mile long across wind!
Wave! I yelled and nearing base I turned into wind at
5,000 feet, coming out from under the cloud into
smooth 3kts lift. Turning east I beat across in front of
the cloud for about one mile climbing all the way at 3
knots in to wind and back again across the cloud that
was like a vertical wall beside me. A couple of beats and
I was above the wall and over the top of dazzling white
cloud. I was then at 6,500 feet and the cloud was like a
long barrel shape and I was over the middle of it and
200 feet above it. The smoothness was dramatic as I
floated along and the glider never moved unless I
moved the controls. Come lunch time, I experimented
by flying hands off and trimming it and nothing moved,
so I decided to eat my lunch. I moved the seat right
back, used full nose up trim, brought my feet back off
the pedals, and lifted the nose about ten degrees above
the horizon, and with the air speed indicating 28knots
and hands off I relaxed and ate my lunch, speeding up
to reverse direction at the end of each beat of about 10
minutes. The cloud was slowly getting narrower until
after two hours it was just as wide as the wing span, but

the lift was the same. I wore normal shoes and socks
and air coming through the release hole was, I think,
now below freezing and my feet gradually became
numb. In about 3 hours the cloud underneath me
became thinner and disappeared but the wave
remained. Later on, I would get a gentle bump in the
wave and a little cloud two metres across would form
behind me and only last twenty seconds. They were
thermals coming up from below. Eventually the wave
weakened and I started to lose height gradually and
with no feeling left in my feet I headed back to the
aerodrome. On the way down, I lined the nose up on a
landmark ahead and pushed each peddle to move the
nose to see if my feet were on the rudder pedals, for by
now I could not feel my feet at all.
It was one of my greatest flights ever but one of my big
toes went white and took a whole 6 months to get its
normal colour back. So, the moral of this story is, get a
pair of sheepskins flying boots for winter.
This flight was proof of a theory that Landy Rodda and I
discussed many years ago of wave thermals in a south
wind.
From: Mal Alexander

VH-GSH is still flying at Bendigo
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Kestrel Restoration - Wings
Major repairs on the Kestrel wings included the reinstatement of the forward ribs and leading edge, prior to
sheeting with plywood and then fabric covering. As the aircraft cannot be made airworthy, the replacement
ribs have been cut from plywood rather than built up in the original manner. Graeme Bishop, Allan Bradshaw
and Hal Hopkins were mostly responsible for the woodwork involved. Hal devised a computer spreadsheet to
establish the rib sizes. Peter Raphael came on board to fit the ply sheeting. Terry McCarthy is responsible for
the spray painting, a work in progress. The photographs show the progression over the past couple of years.
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Kestrel Restoration - Fuselage
In contrast to the situation with the Kestrel
wings, the work to restore the fuselage is at an
early stage. The fuselage has been cleaned and
partly disassembled. A mummified possum was
found inside (possibly a very Australian thing).
The aluminium fairings (a 1950s modification)
will be repaired and refitted. The cockpit lacks
a seat and the canopy is missing as well. These
will be fabricated. The project is being
managed by Chris Saunders. He is being
assisted by Allan Bradshaw, Roland Maeder
and others when needed. When finished the
airframe will have a distinctive appearance (for
a Dunstable Kestrel).
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Museum People – Bob Wyatt
Bob Wyatt started gliding while in the Airforce. In the mid-1970s, Bob joined the Townsville Gliding Club (now the
North Queensland Gliding Club based at Charters Towers) where he became a Level 2 gliding instructor. Bob, at
different times over the course of his active gliding career owned a number of gliders, including an ES59 Arrow, a
Motor Falke (which he flew from Bordertown to Townsville when he acquired it) and a Foka. His technical
knowledge of aircraft (including gliders) and woodworking skills is greatly respected. For many years, he has played
a major role in the restoration of gliders at the Museum, especially the Slingsby Skylark 4 and ES59 Arrow. The
article that follows gives an interesting insight into Bob’s aviation background. It has been written with reference
to an interview that Bob did for the RAAF Archives some years ago.

Bob Wyatt (right) and Chris Saunders give
the spray paint work on the Museum’s
ES59 Arrow a close inspection.

“My Fun with Aeroplanes”
Initial Experience in the Airforce
I joined the Air Force in October 1952. Before that I did
an apprenticeship as a carpenter with the State
Electricity Commission of Victoria. I always played with
model aeroplanes, always loved aeroplanes, and always
loved the thought of flying. So, in October ’52, I hiked
off to Brisbane, Archerfield, and did my flight grading on
Tiger Moths. At that stage you did ten hours flying on
Tiger Moths and they decided whether you’re going to
be a navigator, gunner, or a pilot. Luckily, I was selected
for further pilot training.
After Archerfield we were posted to Uranquinty in
Wagga where we did the intermediate phase of the

training; that consisted of a bit more on Tiger Moths,
then the rest on Wirraways, learning how to fly them,
do the basic manoeuvres and circuits, and so on.
I was posted to Point Cook for the advanced part of the
training and there we handled the Wirraway with a bit
more depth, including formation flying, night-flying,
long-range navigation exercises, air-to-air gunnery and
air-to ground dive-bombing. That was fun. A bit like
squadron life, it was really enjoyable.
Posting to Amberley and then Singapore
After I finished training at Point Cook, I graduated and
was posted to No 6 Squadron at Amberley near
Brisbane where I started flying Lincolns. I did that for
about six months and then I was lucky or unlucky, I’m
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not quite sure which, as I was selected to be the co-pilot
for the new CO of No. 1 Squadron in Tengah, Singapore.
So, in May ’54, I hiked off to Singapore for 12 months of
operational flying over Malaysia.
Air Armament School
In May 1955 I was posted back to Australia to Air
Armament School in East Sale. Had a ball there because
we flew, or rather, it wouldn’t be uncommon to fly five
different types in the one day. We’d fly anything from
Dakotas doing routine freight runs, Mustangs and
Vampires doing air-to-air gunnery, air-to-ground
rocketry, and gunnery and dive-bombing and of course
the Lincoln. Would you believe we even had some Tiger
Moths, don’t know why we had them, except maybe for
displays on air force week. Anyway, had a load of fun.
After six months at No. 2 Canberra Bomber Squadron at
Amberley from July 1957, I was posted back to Malaysia
again, this time to Butterworth in July 1958 with the
deployment of No. 2 Squadron.
On Operations in Malaysia again
I settled in to squadron life in the tropics doing
familiarisation flights around the countryside, short
local navigation exercises, and so on before moving on
to operational work.
In September 1958, I flew in the first operational sorties
against the communist insurgents, in Canberra A84 242. The aircraft has been restored to static display
condition and is now at Amberley.
Life was a load of fun in Butterworth; we were doing
long-range navigation exercises around Southeast Asia,
up into Thailand, Bangkok, all over the Southeast Asian
area. But the Air Force must have thought I was having
too much fun, because they stopped me doing that and
they posted me to East Sale to do an advanced
navigation course. And doing that qualified me as a
navigation instructor.
On completion of the advanced navigation I returned to
No.2 Squadron to complete my total of two years’
service overseas. At No 2 Squadron, I did long-range
exercises in the Canberra, either as a pilot or navigator.

Crash in a Canberra Bomber
A bit of an incident cropped up in March 1960; we were
heading off on a long-range navigation exercise with a
bombing exercise at the end. I was navigator on this
particular mission and it was a long-range task so we
were full of fuel, and with about a dozen practise bombs
we were at maximum AUW (all up weight) heading off
in the early afternoon, the hottest part of the day and
we had a mechanical problem during the take-off roll.
Blue, the pilot, not knowing what the problem was,
decided to abort the take-off even though we were
hiking down the runway at 140 knots and had airspeed.
Well the runway wasn’t long enough to accommodate
us so we ran off the end, through the overrun area,
through a fence, through scrub, over a ditch, and got
embedded in the embankment on the other side of the
ditch. Aeroplane in a very battered state, both engines
still running but damaged and spewing fire out the back
end, set fire to the grass and undergrowth which started
burning towards the fuel which was pouring out of the
holes in the wings.
Where I was a sitting, the nav compartment, was
reasonably intact, all twisted and battered, but
reasonably intact and I wasn’t hurt. I crawled my way
through to the cockpit, and poor old Blue, the floor had
been driven up underneath him, the floor of the
aeroplane was up near the top edge of the cockpit, his
ejection seat was pushed up through the canopy up in
the air, and his feet were jammed up under the
instrument panel. I tried to free his feet so he could
make a jump for it before we all caught fire, and by then
a bit of help had come along. One of the guys found a
big long pole which he handed into the cockpit and I
prised the instrument panel up to help Blue get his feet
out.
At the same time, both engines were still running at
high power settings and pouring flame and fuel out the
back. An engine fitter from the duty crew came along
and said, “Cut the engines.” Well I couldn’t because all
the controls were busted, both the mechanical and
electrical connections from the cockpit to the engines
had been severed, so he got an armful of scrub, twigs
and branches and things, and he’s feeding these things
into the front of the engine, trying to stall the
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compressor. When that action didn’t stop the engines,
Sgt Anderson, who was an engine fitter who knew the
aircraft and its engine installation, got a crash axe and
struck a hole in the engine cowling of each engine to
access and cut and close off the fuel supply lines. For his
knowledge and quick thinking he was awarded the
British Empire Medal Military Class.

instructing on Winjeels! The first two years were good
but the second two years dragged on a bit. The biggest
asset of the Winjeel as a trainer was its side-by-side
seating. A lot of trainers, as we know, are built tandem
seating, instructor sitting in the back. But one can pick
up a lot of bad flying habits by watching what the
student does with his hands and his feet.

Anyway, eventually we got Blue out, and we both ran
away before the thing blew up.

Another tour of duty in Malaysia

Instructing back in Australia
In June 1960 the Air Force said, “Righto, mate, you’re
back to East Sale.” So back again to East Sale to the
School of Air Navigation where I was employed for the
next two years as a navigation instructor.
After a couple of months settling back at East Sale, I was
called into the OC’s office one day and I thought, “Hello,
I’m for it again.” Always getting into trouble, me.
Anyway, he said to me casually, “What have you been
up to?” I thought, “Oh, here it comes.” I said, “Why,
what’s the problem?” He said, “The Queen has just
seen fit to give you the George Medal.” I guessed it
must have been in recognition of the crash which is
something I won’t forget.
After that disturbance I continued on with my duties as
a navigation instructor at Sale. I was enjoying that
because I would teach in the classroom, not necessarily
navigation subjects, but anything from Air Force law to
administration and organisation, to associated flying
subjects. It was really good fun, and if they were short
of a pilot, I would fly as well.
I had two years of that, as a navigation instructor, and
then I was posted into the flying side of the School, and
become OC Flying. I did another two years flying with
the School of Air Navigation. That was all between June
1960 and July 1964
After that I thought, “Okay, you’ve had enough
navigation,” and I was attached to Central Flying School
to do a flying instructor’s course. I completed No 32
Flying Instructors course and was posted off to Point
Cook in January 1965. I spent four years at Point Cook
as a pilot instructor, again, teaching navigation as well.
That was a load of fun, I suppose, but four years

After four years on the Winjeel, I think the Air Force
must have thought, “We’ll give this fellow a break.” So,
guess where? Back to Butterworth, it is now December
1967. That would be my third tour of Malaysia. I didn’t
object, because I like the tropics, I like the Malaysian
people and I just loved being over there. But this time I
had a really lovely little job. I was posted as Officer in
Charge of Transport Support Flight, which was an
independent Dakota flight, it wasn’t a squadron, and it
was under the direct control of the Operations Officer
at Butterworth.
Our role was to do transport support to assist the
Malaysian troops. In Dakotas we’d fly down valleys and
around hills and drop supplies to them in a little jungle
clearing. We dropped ammunition, food and whatever
supplies they needed. That was very, very challenging
because it was extremely hilly country and some of
these guys, well they wouldn’t necessarily pick a
clearing on top of a hill - it could be anywhere. We’d be
given the map coordinates of where the clearing was,
and we’d have to fly around the hills, get into a valley as
best we could and make sure we’d get out again
afterwards; and then drop the stuff in this little clearing
which might only be about ten feet square hacked out
of the jungle.
Another role of Transport Support Flight was taking the
Australian Ambassador of the various countries in
Southeast Asia, around their various provinces. The
Ambassador had an obligation to visit wherever
Australian aid was going into the country. For example,
we would fly up to Bangkok, pick up the Ambassador to
Thailand and his party, and fly them all around the
provinces of Thailand. Not only Thailand, but we did
Indonesia, Laos, and Vietnam. Didn’t go to Burma, they
wouldn’t let us go there. I enjoyed this flying.
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School of Air Navigation
In February 1970, I was posted back to School of Air
Navigation at East Sale. At that stage, SAN was
equipped with the Hawker Siddeley 748. I was OC Flying
again, flying 748s, and that was a great job. They were
rather a primitive aeroplane by today’s standards,
crude’s probably a better word, but they were good for
their job, they were very sturdy, and excellent as a nav.
trainer. Two years of that and then my time came to
front up to a desk. I’d had at that stage, 20 years
continuous flying, so I did very, very well.
Retirement
By now the Air Force decided that I’d had my flying days,
I admit that I did have a good run. I had my last flight in
the air force on the 9 December 1971. I went down to
Melbourne to be Senior Recruiting Officer at Melbourne
Centre. I did three years of that but didn’t enjoy it much
but knowing this was to be my last posting I started to
settle down as I thought a civilian would, in Melbourne.
At that time, Squadron Leaders had to retire at age 44,
45, I think it was. I got out at age 44, Christmas, 1974.
They lost a lot of experience, but that was the policy.
Get rid of the experienced guys so we can get young
guys and boost them up the ladder.
Airforce expertise opens up new opportunities as a
civilian
I joined a yacht club, I’ve always been keen on yachting
and had done a lot of close-in shore stuff with centre
boarders and small craft, but I was getting on in years
and wanted to do more. I then struck it lucky again and
talking to a fellow club member, over a beer in the yacht
club one day, he said, “You’re a navigator?”, I said,
“Yes.” And in those days, we didn’t have GPS as they
weren’t invented. Knowing celestial navigation
immediately got me a birth on a Sydney-Hobart crew. I
did eight Sydney-Hobart yacht races, either as navigator
or skipper, some of them I was both. So that was a
fringe benefit that I’d got from my Air Force experience.
By now my time was nearing its end, and I was about to
get out of the Air Force on retirement, I thought, now,
I’ve got all this knowledge and experience, how to put it
to best use? There was a great demand for off shore
navigators in that era as a lot of yacht owners wanted

to go world cruising, with celestial navigation being the
only means of position fixing, apart from radio which
was not very reliable hundreds of miles offshore. So, I
started up my own sailing school, I called it Sail Safe
Yachting and Navigation School. I enjoyed that a lot too.
By now, the water has really got into my blood and I
wanted to get more involved in maritime work. The best
way to do this I thought is to go up where there is a lot
of boat activity, Townsville. The first few months there
I settled myself down to getting my Master’s ticket. I
got my Master Grade Four, and within a day of getting
that I got a job with a local ferry service. We did charter
trips out the Great Barrier Reef, and then I did full-time
work on the ferries between Townsville, Magnetic, and
Palm Islands. I loved that, too.
Gliding at Townsville
I was enjoying life up in Townsville then as a Master
Mariner, but I started wanting to flap my wings again, I
wanted to get back into flying. I joined a local gliding
club (Townsville) and bought a glider. By now I’m sailing
my own yachts, doing my local maritime work, and
flying gliders. I had everything, had the world at my
fingertips. I had a great life, enjoying every minute of it.
I advanced my experience in gliding and became a
gliding instructor; back to flying training again, teaching
young fellows to fly gliders.
Move to Melbourne
So, all good things come to an end. For many, many
reasons I had to return back to Melbourne. Or not
many, really only one. My wife had a terminal illness,
and I wanted to get her back to where she was
accessible to her family, and where I would have
support from my family. So, in 2007 we moved back to
Melbourne. I stopped gliding at this stage due to the
attention required of my wife. Actually, I stopped all
flying but am still involved with the gliding fraternity.
I’m doing voluntary work now with the Australian
Gliding Museum, restoring old gliders into either static
condition for display, or if they’re worth it, restoring to
a flying condition.
It’s a fun life, playing with aeroplanes.
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From the Archives
Florence Mary Taylor – An Australian ‘World First’
Recently, I stumbled
across Great Australian
World
Firsts,
by
Chrystopher Spicer, in
my local library. It caught
my interest for the
particular reason that it
contains
a
neat
biography of Florence
Mary Taylor amongst the
series of short essays
about thirty Australians
who were first in a significant way in their artistic,
exploration, lifestyle, sporting or transportation
fields. The author cites Florence Taylor’s flight in the
Taylor biplane glider* at Narrabeen in December
1909 as a world first; that is, the first time a winged
aircraft was flown by a woman. In the aviation world
this is a notable feat. However, the biography

reveals that Florence Taylor was better known for
her significant contributions as an architect and town
planner and with her husband George Taylor in their
successful publishing business. In addition, Florence
Taylor was involved in many organisations especially
in the Arts. During her life she was honoured with an
OBE (1939) and CBE (1961). Spicer’s book also has
chapters about Sir Hubert Wilkins who flew in an
aeroplane to explore the polar regions and Aviatrix
Jessie Miller who amongst other feats was the first
woman to complete a flight from England to
Australia, which she did as co-pilot to Bill Lancaster
in an Avro Avian called Red Rose, in 1927-1928. See:
Chrystopher J. Spicer, Great Australian World Firsts:
The Things We Made, The Things We Did, Allen and
Unwin, 2012. [*The Museum has a full size replica of
the Taylor glider that it built on display in its
Brockhoff hangar].

Regional National Trust Branch meets at the
Australian Gliding Museum
The National Trust Geelong and Region
Branch held a committee meeting at
the Australian Gliding Museum on
Wednesday 30 May 2018 and took the
opportunity to view the gliders on
display in the Bruce Brockhoff hangar
and glider restoration projects in the
Dave Darbyshire workshop.
Dave
Goldsmith, Jim Barton and Ian (Moose)
Cowie played hosts to these visitors. In
an email to Dave Goldsmith, Jennifer
Bantow said that the National Trust group
had a terrific afternoon. The photograph
(right) supplied by Jennifer was taken to
mark the occasion.
Jim Barton (centre, holding a cup) with the
National Trust Geelong and Region Branch
committee.
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Museum Visitors
The practice of opening the Museum for visiting groups
has continued. On April 20 the Museum opened to
receive visitors who came to the airfield for the Gliding
Open Day conducted by the Melbourne and Geelong
Gliding Clubs. A group of nine from the Balwyn Old
Men’s Club were given a tour of the Museum on May 4
and the Vauxhall Car Club visited on Sunday 20th May
2018.

•
•

Astrid & Sylvia van Lieshout - The Netherlands
Bruce Macgowan - Vancouver, Canada

There has been a stream of individuals calling in for a
look at the Museum, including some from overseas:
•
•

Paul Roberts -Christchurch, New Zealand
Bernie Roberts - Mosgiel, New Zealand

Vauxhall vintage cars lined up in
front of Bruce Brockhoff Hangar.

Opening of Geelong Gliding Club’s New Shed
Australian Gliding Museum and Geelong Gliding Club
member warmly welcomed all in attendance including
members of John’s family. Mike Durrant, President of
the Geelong Gliding Club, in his address gave a history
of the project and acknowledged the major
contributions made by John Buchanan, and his family
after John died. Colin Puls, who is John’s personal
representative, responded on behalf of the family. The
opening was marked by the unveiling of a memorial
plaque and an artistic montage created by Yvonne
Buchanan of John reflecting his life in gliding.
The Geelong Gliding Club’s John Buchanan Memorial
Shed was officially opened on Saturday 2 June 2018.
This modern facility for undertaking a range of club
activities including storage and maintenance of gliders
was initiated and funded by John Buchanan, a Geelong
Gliding Club member since the mid-1960s and valuable
contributor to Club operations over many years.

In accordance with John Buchanan’s wishes the
Australian Gliding Museum has been allocated a
substantial area at the rear of the new building for
storage of some of its gliders.

When John died in February 2016, the main structure of
building was in place but some essential works for
completion remained (including installation of fire
safety equipment). Fortunately, John’s family
generously provided sufficient additional support from
his estate to enable the Geelong Gliding Club to
complete the project.
The opening was attended by Geelong Gliding Club
members and guests. David Goldsmith, President of the

Yvonne Buchanan, Colin Puls and David Goldsmith.
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Restoration of Zephyrus
The Beaufort Gliding Club
have almost finished the
major restoration of their
historic “home grown” two
seat sailplane. Zephyrus first
flew in 1965.
It was
withdrawn from service
about 2 years ago and
stripped of covering for a
complete inspection. It has
now
been
recovered,
repainted and reassembled.
Of course, Doug Lyon who
designed the glider in the
1950s, has been deeply
involved in overseeing the
project
undertaken
by
members of the Beaufort
Gliding Club.
Zephyrus
should be back in the air at
Bacchus Marsh in the near
future.

Doug Lyon discusses progress on Zephyrus
with Peter Buskens and David Goldsmith.

In the Workshop
The centre pages of the Newsletter show progress being made on the
restoration for display of the Western Australian Dunstable Kestrel. Other
news from the workshop includes:
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

The annual airworthiness inspection on the Slingsby T31 has been
completed. It is now ready for a test flight.
The Skylark 4 fuselage is back in the workshop for the fitting of a new tail
skid.
Work continues on the repairs to the ES 49 fuselage when resources are
available. This was Keith Nolan’s project but, unfortunately, Keith and
Edna Nolan are unable to continue as regular Museum volunteers. Leigh
Snell is picking up where Keith left off. At this stage, it appears that it
will not be practical to restore the ES 49 to an airworthy condition.
The EPB 1 Plank has been moved into the workshop so that Hal Hopkins
can prepare it for painting.
Currently, the fuselage of the Schreder HP 14V is squeezed in to the
workshop so that Mike Williams can undertake a 10 year airworthiness
survey on the aircraft.
Mike Williams surveys the HP-14V
Paint shop projects are currently delayed as Terry McCarthy (our spray
painter) is away up north.
Peter Raphael has been allocated the task of assessing the airworthiness of the ES59 Arrow and the Skylark 4.
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Correspondence
Fiona Lindsay has kindly donated memorabilia collected by her parents, Tony and Mary Le Page, relating to the
World Gliding Championships held at Waikerie, South Australia in 1974. Fiona’s letter provides a brief insight into
her parents’ involvement in gliding in the 1960s and 1970s.
Mary was seriously injured in August 1966 flying an
ES59 Arrow. She experienced a cable break at about 500
feet and nosedived into the runway. She was extremely
lucky to survive her injuries but that crash ended her
solo flying. She flew as a passenger with friends several
times including a flight in Switzerland but stopped when
it became too difficult for her. Tony also stopped flying
at about this time too.

Waikerie World Gliding Competition memorabilia including
philatelic cover, poster and Gliding Federation medal.

Hi Bernard
I have written a brief summary of my parent's
involvement in the gliding movement and attached
some photos which may be of interest.
My parents, Mary and Tony Le Page joined the Adelaide
Soaring Club at Gawler in 1959. They trained in ES49s
and upon going solo flew a Grunau 4, KA6 and ES59
Arrow. My first flight at age 4 was sitting on my mother's
lap in the front seat of the ES49 with an instructor in the
rear seat! As a family we spent most weekends at the
gliding club, with Mary and Tony flying regularly. They
both completed cross country flights. The most
memorable was when Mary completed her Silver C
cross country in the early 1960s. She flew a Foka
(belonging to Trevor Kyle from Sydney) from Gawler,
landing in a paddock near Blanchetown. She had to walk
to the Sturt Highway, hitch a lift to Blanchetown,
contact the gliding club then wait on the side of the road
for the retrieve crew to arrive. No radios then!

Mary and Tony became involved in the organisation of
National Championships when they were held at Gawler
in 1960/1961. Mary took on the role as official
timekeeper, a job she continued at Nationals in
Renmark, Waikerie, Benalla, Tocumwal and Narromine,
the 1974 World Championships as well as regional
regattas until the mid-70s. As time-keeper she sat
outside either on the runway or near a hangar, with a
team of others (including Lorna Patching), who
identified the aircraft visually as they crossed the start
line. The job became easier when pilots had radios and
could indicate when they intended to start. Mary
recorded the times for the starts and finishes. The
finishes were always spectacular, with many low, high
speed passes over the finish line. Our annual family
holidays were always at the National Championships!
For the 1974 World Championships, Tony was involved
in organising a fleet of
Holdens from GMH in
Woodville, so that
each team had their
own car. Mary was the
official time-keeper.
They retired from
their involvement in
gliding activities in the
mid-70s. …
I
hope
this
information is of some
use and interest.
Kind regards
Fiona Lindsay

Mary Le Page in a Grunau 4, c 1960
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Committee News
Since the issue of the last newsletter, the Museum
Committee convened on 14 December 2017, 7
February 2018 and 16 April 2018. Some of the more
notable Committee agenda items include:
•

•

•

Occupational health and safety continues to be a
focus. The use of protective equipment and safe
work practices by volunteers is monitored by
Trevor Odering, workshop manager, who reports
on safety issues to the Committee. By good
management and good fortune, there have been
no major accidents or injuries.
The toilet and equipment storage facility project is
nearly finished. It is expected to be fully
operational in July.
Storage for the Museum’s collection and space for
restoration and other Museum functions are ongoing management issues. There is some relief in
sight as the adjacent Geelong Gliding Club’s John
Buchanan Memorial Hangar is now complete and
should be available for occupancy in the not too
distant future.
Under a memorandum of

•

•

•

understanding with the Geelong Gliding Club, the
Museum has been allocated an area in the hangar
for storing airframes.
The Committee are dealing with a number of offers
of donations of vintage gliders, including an ES60
Boomerang currently in South Australia, an ES59
Arrow with a 2-piece wing that is in the
Rockhampton area, and an ES60 Super Arrow in
Perth. The delivery to Bacchus Marsh of a
Schweizer SGS 1-34 has been held back until
storage for the aircraft becomes available.
The Committee have decided that endeavours will
be made to have the Museum open for visitors on
some weekends and for airworthy Museum gliders
to be flown more often. There will be more news
on this when a volunteer roster for manning the
Museum is organised.
In relation to the restoration of Museum gliders,
the Committee have noted that more volunteers
with a GFA inspector rating are needed.

Recent Acquisitions
Offers of aircraft and gliding related exhibits continue to
flow to the Museum. Unfortunately, it is not possible to
acknowledge all donations in the newsletter.

Co, London, 1923, and Edwin W. Teale, The Book of
Gliders, E.P. Dutton and Co Inc., New York, 4 Edition,
1931.

The Schreder HP-14V donated by Gregory O’Sullivan
has been handed over to the Museum and is currently
undergoing a 10 year airworthiness inspection. The
glider is in excellent condition.

Cathy Lambeth has forwarded memorabilia belonging
to her father Charlie Lambeth (Gliding Club of Victoria).

We have also received Jim Fullarton’s gliding
memorabilia from Andrew Fullarton, which amongst
other items includes some valuable old books on
gliding: a first edition (1932) of C.H.Latimer-Needham,
Sailplanes, Their Design, Construction and Pilotage,
Chapman and Hall, London, 1932, J. Bernard Weiss,
Gliding and Soaring Flight: A Survey of Mans endeavour
to Fly by Natural Methods, Sampson, Law Master and

Alan Patching has recently donated plans of the Golden
Eagle, showing both the original and modified fuselage
designs.
Max Hedt of the Horsham Gliding Club has provided
historic photos of the Balsillie Dunstable Kestrel, dating
about 1939.
Thank you to all who have supported the Museum
through their donations of exhibits.

Acknowledgement of sources of photographs used in this newsletter:
All photographs taken by the Editor with the exception of: Front cover photo: Graeme Barton; Page 2, Hamilton and Crew with Wren – Sydney
Morning Herald, 8-3-1935 – original source unknown; Pratt Kestrel – Film R.N.D. Collection; Page 3, Andrew Balsillie with Kestrel – supplied by
Max Hedt – original source unknown; Page 4, Kestrel at Berwick – supplied by Alan Patching – original source unknown; New and Duckworth with
Kestrel – Film R.N.Duckworth collection; Page 5, Williams with Kestrel, source unknown; Page 7, Libelle GSH – Bendigo Gliding Club website; Page
14, National Trust group – Jennifer Bantow; Page 15, Vauxhall cars – David Goldsmith; Page 17, Mary LePage in glider – Fiona Lindsay.
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